Welcome to the latest issue of Harvard Medicine News, a weekly electronic publication that will continue to chronicle the extraordinary world of HMS, previously reported in Focus. [More]

Time Not the Only Wound Healer
New research illuminates how cells resolve internal conflicts to reorganize and heal wounds. [MORE]

Implementing Health Care Reform 'No Simple Task'
HMS health care economist Michael Chernew discusses the challenges ahead now that the U.S. Supreme Court has ruled on the Affordable Care Act. [MORE]

HMS Brings H.S. Science to Life
With a little help from Boston's mayor, area high school students get unique lessons in science and medicine at HMS. [MORE]

Featured Events
07.12.12 Ensemble Genome Browser Workshop. 10-12 p.m.

07.12.12 Engineered Bone Surfaces: A new approach for bone repair. 12-1 p.m.

Full Calendar
Awards & Recognitions
Dean's Corner
Harvard Medicine Magazine
Idea Lab
Faculty Promotions Questions Answered
Faculty now have one-stop access to monitor their promotions progress, and it's only a click away.
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